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“Defined in the Past, Designed in the Present”:
Revitalization and Tinkering with Spatial
Scripts at Lansdowne Park
Debra Mackinnon, Queen’s University, Canada
Steven Richardson, Queen’s University, Canada
Abstract: With a 140-year history of fairs, exhibitions, sporting events, and concerts at Lansdowne Park, the City of
Ottawa, in partnership with commercial, residential, and community stakeholders, began its revitalization in 2012. Reopened to the public in Fall 2014, the “New” Lansdowne Park promises something for everyone—blending luxury
consumer goods, sport, and entertainment with notions of sustainable development, locality, and modern aesthetics. Yet,
beneath this marketed exuberance resides the use of the space as it is experienced. Visitors, residents, and workers alike
engage in continuous processes of redefining and remaking the vitality of space—indications that revitalization is not
simply the scripting of space or social practice. Instead, we argue that it is more precise to describe vitalization as a
process of iterative remaking that calls into question “revitalized for whom or what?” In view of this goal, this paper
draws upon news media, business publications, participant observation, and interviews to trace the use of space as it
unfolds and shapes Lansdowne Park. In doing so, we contribute to discussions of urban planning, revitalization, and
contesting urban futures.
Keywords: Critical Urban Theory, Revitalization, Urban Space

Introduction

N

orth American cities have emerged as strategic sites of entrepreneurial urbanism (Harvey
1989), a trend that has since transformed interurban relations and the global metropolitan
order (Peck 2014). Exemplified by public private partnerships (PPP), these granular and
uneven inflections of neoliberalization have further embedded processes of commodification,
privatization, intensification, and dependence (ibid.) within prevailing discourses of
revitalization. Several multi-million dollar projects, ranging from mega-stadiums to
entertainment districts, have become key city building ventures, promising urban revitalization,
growth, and renewal in exchange for considerable public funds. Assuaged by civic leaders and
private developers, numerous Canadian cities such as Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Ottawa,
and Quebec City have jumped on the recent mega-development bandwagon (Beamish 2015;
Dormer 2015). But just “how many successful convention centres, sports stadia, Disney-worlds,
harbor places and spectacular shopping malls can there be?” (Harvey 1989, 12, emphasis in
original). Furthermore, does the mere presence of these infrastructures ensure that revitalizationas-designed comes to fruition?
With many of these features, the “New Lansdowne Park” project provides a distinctive lens
to examine how notions of revitalization are iteratively reconfigured in PPP redevelopments. To
situate our analysis, we outline a brief history of Lansdowne Park, from its inception to more
recent controversies surrounding its redevelopment. Building on academic literature, news
media, and legal decisions, we offer a discussion of Lansdowne Park and its spaces of
contradiction. Out of these discussions, and in order to examine details of the vitalizing process
as it is experienced, we propose a supplementary theory of revitalization that incorporates the
user’s perspective based on ethnographic research conducted between January and September
2015. Blending Lefebvrian insights with forms of tinkering (Knorr Cetina 1979; Mol 2008), we
illustrate the tension between revitalization-as-design (spatial scripts) and vitalizing-as-process
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(users’ experience). In particular, we consider parking and smoking as a means of highlighting
the mundane ways in which use and practice iteratively reconfigure spatial scripts.

Lansdowne Park: Then and Now
Lansdowne Park is a 40-acre facility located on outskirts of downtown Ottawa. The park is
surrounded by the Glebe, a middle class neighbourhood, which hosts an array of residential and
commercial properties and boasts its own “unique identity.” Not necessarily off the beaten track,
the park can be accessed from Bank Street, a major retail corridor, as well as from The Queen
Elizabeth Drive (QED), a National Capital Commission parkway that runs along the Rideau
Canal. Promoted by the City of Ottawa as a “world class attraction” and “the crown jewel of
Ottawa” the New Lansdowne is home to heritage sites, green space, shops, a farmers’ market,
restaurants, a VIP movie theatre, and a 24,000-seat stadium (Watson 2013; City of Ottawa 2015).
While the New Lansdowne promises “events and activities for all ages and seasons,” Lansdowne,
has long played a key role in shaping the activities and sense of place of residents and visitors
(ibid.).
During its 140-year history, the park has served as a place for various public assemblies,
exhibitions, agricultural expos, and sporting events. Established in the mid-1800s through a land
use ordinance, the grounds were bestowed to the Ottawa Agricultural Society (Leaning 2007).
Initially used for agricultural fairs, in 1888 the Central Canadian Exhibition became an annual
event in the park, highlighting the latest technological innovations from telephones to electric
ovens (Deachman 2014). As exhibitions grew in popularity, the grounds were expanded and
permanent structures, including the Aberdeen Pavilion (1898), Coliseum (1903), Horticulture
Building (1914), and Pure Foods Building (1926), were added. Not limited to exhibitions,
Lansdowne Park was a key sporting venue hosting early Stanley Cup victories, Grey Cup
matches, equestrian events, and eventually curling, figure skating, and stock car races. During the
war years most of these activities, barring a few football matches, were canceled as the Park was
used as a military camp, training grounds and recruiting centre (Deachman 2014; Hofely 2014).
It continued to be a key civic feature in Ottawa, hosting royal visits and political conventions.
The post-war years saw a revival of the initial hustle and bustle as stadium improvements, an
indoor arena, additional attractions, mid-way rides, sporting events, and concerts attempted to
draw in crowds from the growing city and beyond.

Lansdowne: Spaces of Contention
Long before municipal heroes harkened back1 to a sense of what once was, Lansdowne Park fell
into a state of decay; historic buildings on the site burnt down or were demolished due to age and
disrepair. In the early 1990s, despite the Aberdeen Pavilion’s designation as a National Historic
Site, the city council voted to demolish the overrun building (CHRML 2010, 85). Met with mass
outcry, the city eventually capitulated and a costly restoration project was undertaken (Deachman
2014). With asphalt continually chosen in favour of large-scale renovations to the remaining
dilapidated structures, the park was maintained in this state for twenty years until cracks in the
stadium stands were discovered in 2007. To address these longstanding safety and cosmetic
concerns, the city reviewed the then publicly-owned urban asset and launched an international
design competition for the park’s redevelopment. The lack of transparency and public
involvement surrounding the 2008 “Design Lansdowne” competition caught the attention of
many community members concerned with the fate of the park. In response, the city created
some avenues for public consultation including a website and information sessions at City Hall.

1

For additional background on the key players involved in early redevelopment discussions of Lansdowne, see Wilson
and White 2002.
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However, less than a year into this process, the Ottawa Sports and Entertainment Group’s
(OSEG) “Lansdowne Live” bid suspended this open competition. This consortium of Ottawa
business moguls proposed a PPP that would secure a Canadian Football League expansion
franchise and large-scale redevelopment of the site, in exchange for upwards of 25 percent of the
land from the city (National Trust for Canada 2015). Justifying the abandonment of the initial
competition and other proposals, then mayor Larry O’Brien proclaimed that OSEG’s Lansdowne
Live plan was a “very good proposal from very, very good business people with long ties to the
City of Ottawa” (CBC News 2009). Pushed through under competitive time constraints, the
revised Lansdowne Partnership Plan was accepted by the city council in 2009. Conceding some
park features, the new plan promised to maintain community activities like the local famers’
market, increase green space, and ban the entrance of big-box stores (a promise that was later
reneged with the introduction of Winners, Rexall, the Source, Pet Smart, etc.) (JC Williams
Group 2012, 6). Despite these negotiations, the Glebe Community Association, Heritage Canada
Fund, The Lansdowne Park Conservancy, and the Friends of Lansdowne highlighted a number of
concerns with the bid including: it was unsolicited,2 privatized public infrastructure and property,
entailed significant costs to the city and taxpayers, and threatened the historical integrity of the
site (CUPE 503 2009). While these groups engaged in consultation, mediation, and even protest,
in 2010 Friends of Lansdowne—a grassroots citizens’ coalition—launched a legal challenge
against OSEG and the City of Ottawa. Friends of Lansdowne, citing the violation of the Ontario
Municipal Act, argued the city had not acted in good faith by breaking procurement by-laws and
taking illegal bonuses from OSEG.3 The case was dismissed by the lower courts and the judge
found that the city had acted in good faith, by not giving “obvious advantage” to OSEG and
engaging in lengthy public consultation.4 Concerned for the fate of the park and the precedent
this decision set for other municipalities, Friends of Lansdowne took the case to the Provincial
Court of Appeal; however, the appeal was dismissed in late 2011.
With legal obstacles cleared, and financial agreements in place, the contemporary
revitalization of Lansdowne Park began in 2012. Early development included renovating the
stadium, creating an underground parking garage, and moving the historic Horticultural
Building.5 In early 2013, the Minto Group began building two residential towers as well as a
series of row condominiums on the north edge of the site. After securing anchor tenants such as
Whole Foods, Sporting Life, Cineplex Theatres, as well as many upscale chain restaurants, the
Trinity Group began developing the mixed-use retail space—the majority of which opened in the
summer of 2015. Other park features, such green space, orchard, playground, water feature, and
2

OSEG’s “Lansdowne Live” proposal was not part of the initial open design competition. As a hostile and unsolicited
proposal, it effectively ended the open design competition. As well, by threatening to relocate the CFL team if the city did
not commit to the proposal, the city decided to not utilize market-based public tender procedures such as solicited
Request for Quotations (RFQs), Request for Proposals (RFPs), and other widely recognized procurement best practices
(see Krawchenko and Stoney 2011; van Koughnett 2011).
3
This controversy was also the subject of two Ontario Supreme Court cases—see Friends of Lansdowne Inc. v. Ottawa
(City) O.N.S.C. 4402 (2011) and Friends of Lansdowne Inc. v. Ottawa (City) O.N.C.A. 273 (2012). These court cases
were widely reported by the local media.
4
See Friends of Lansdowne Inc. v. Ottawa (City) O.N.S.C. 4402 (2011) and Friends of Lansdowne Inc. v. Ottawa (City)
O.N.C.A. 273 (2012).
5
Throughout this paper, we apply the term “heritage” in the same manner as the revitalization partnership in order to
illustrate how the notion acts rhetorically to convey a sense that “the past is being revitalized,” even while the
redevelopment does away with Lansdowne’s historic forms of use. For instance, the Horticulture building was
recognized, designated, and protected under the Ontario Heritage Act, but the city repealed the designation in 2011 so
that the building could be moved to make room for retail space in the new redevelopment. The official uses for the
building now include restaurants, a coffee shop, an information counter, a large rental space, and a set of stairs to the
site’s underground parking garage. The Lansdowne site itself will also no longer serve trade shows or exhibitions—these
events will take place at the CE centre near the Ottawa airport from now on. One of the more commonly touted benefits
to public’s use of the redeveloped site would have users enjoy the return of a daily farmers’ market (City of Ottawa
2012b). However, in June 2015, the “regular season” was reduced to Sundays and Wednesday. Today, (as of August 2016)
citing dwindling number of vendors and patrons, the Farmer’s Market at Lansdowne is only open on Sundays (Ottawa
Farmers’ Market 2016; Robin 2016).
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water plaza were completed in the spring and summer of 2015. With multiple official openings,
the completed park continues to be in the media spotlight with controversy surrounding extended
timelines (Baines 2015; Egan 2015), waning attendance at the farmers’ market (Sibley 2015), the
closure of businesses (CBC News 2015a), noise complaints (Willing 2015b), poorly designed
facilities (Helmer 2015; Saxberg 2015; Stone 2015), lack of spaces for children to play (CBC
News 2015b; Cooper 2015), as well as repeated issues with parking and transit (Chianello 2015;
Willing 2015c), and even smoking (Reevely 2016).

Studies of the Park
With many controversies surrounding its redevelopment, the revitalization of Lansdowne Park
has also attracted the attention of numerous researchers predominately interested in practices of
urban governance. Drawing upon various forms of data, including both news media and
participant observation, the following authors situate redevelopment discourses at local, regional,
and national levels. Addressing local governance practices, Marlin (2010) adds critical analysis
of news media coverage of the Lansdowne redevelopment, arguing it offers a particularly
emblematic example of the erosion of journalistic ethics and power. He illustrates how coverage
of the procurement controversy and redevelopment gradually narrowed and polarized two of the
major daily newspapers in Ottawa. Approaching similar questions of power, co-option, and
governance, Krawchenko and Stoney (2011) discuss how the role of the New Lansdowne PPP
raises serious questions about transparency and accountability in redevelopment projects. As
Harvey (1989) and Hackworth (2007) have discussed, PPPs in general champion a neoliberal
model of urban governance that is largely at odds with a model based on civic engagement.
Under such auspices, citizens come to be treated as clients or customers, private capital is
reinforced, becomes dominant, and marginalizes the influence of other more local interests
within a community (Krawchenko and Stoney 2011, 77). Van Koughnett (2011) draws similar
conclusions, suggesting that PPPs have a tendency to undermine transparency and
accountability—not just in the procurement process—but also in a way that constrains public
engagement.
Calling into question similar themes of accountability, DuPlessis (2014) explicates the role
of mega-sport development in revalorizing what is presented as a decaying piece of urban
property. By examining the Lansdowne Partnership Plan as paradigmatic of contemporary
neoliberal urban governance, DuPlessis argues that the city commits to a form of entrepreneurial
urbanism that serves to establish commercially-desired narratives of place. Connecting ideas of
redevelopment and privatization on a national level, Newman, Dale, and Ling (2011) discuss the
development of “third spaces” and social capital in Canadian downtowns that have undergone or
are undergoing significant changes: Granville Island (Vancouver), The Forks Market
(Winnipeg), and Lansdowne Park (Ottawa). The Lansdowne Park redevelopment is presented as
an exemplary case of the struggle over spatial capital.
The authors ask us to question the distinction between “revitalization” and “redevelopment”
and whether such debate fruitfully serves to reconcile “development” interests with wider public
interests.
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Case Study: Traversing Spatial Scripts at Lansdowne Park
Our study is grounded in a multi-method approach. Specifically, we draw upon
ethnomethodological discourse analysis6 of news media and urban planning documents as well as
participant observation, interviews, and visual mapping. Between October 2014 and September
2015, we collected numerous documents concerning Lansdowne’s history and redevelopment.
These documents were produced by a range of authors including members of the PPP (the City
of Ottawa, the Ontario Sports and Entertainment Group, the Glebe Community Business
Association), consulting agencies (Commonwealth Historic Resource Management Limited, JC
Williams Group, and PricewaterhouseCoopers), community group reports, provincial courts,
academics, concerned citizens, and journalists. In examining these documents, we are interested
in highlighting differences between the intentionally scripted meaning of revitalization and the
practical, ordinary, and mundane means by which it is achieved. In January, May, and June 2015,
we visited the field site. Participant observation included taking various forms of transportation
to the site and engaging in many of the spatially-scripted user activities (e.g., shopping, dining,
walking, skating, attending movies, and concert events). During these activities, we conducted
unstructured interviews with adult members of the public. We also took photographs at the site in
order to visually and topologically map various forms of activity.
While discussions of transparency, accountability, and privatization remain crucial to
contesting urban governance, by illustrating the connections between spatial practices and the
designed forms of use at the New Lansdowne, we aim to highlight the importance of users’
experiences in transforming narratives of revitalization. Often absent from urban planning and
brandscape discussions, these experiences challenge conceptions of entrepreneurial urbanism and
traditional understandings of revitalization. When revitalization depends on designed forms of
spatial practice to emerge, it ignores everyday users’ own capacity to vitalize space and place by
virtue of their performative presence.

Theorizing Revitalization: Tracing User Experience
The majority of documents and reports related to Lansdowne’s redevelopment direct the reader
to its enduring heritage as a site for a variety of activities. While this conception of revitalization
captures “vitality” by stressing that patterns of change will persist, more commonly, discourses
of revitalization take an alternative form: “The revitalization also positions the site for today and
the future as an integral element of the urban fabric with a new urban village that will logically
and naturally integrate with the adjacent urban fabric, the park and the stadium” (City of Ottawa
2012b, 1). At the New Lansdowne, revitalization is about seamlessly merging past, present, and
future7 with an “adjacent urban tapestry,” which, in this case, happens to be one of the major
retail and commercial arteries in Ottawa—Bank Street. Frequently employed by urban
revitalization boosters, the “fabric” metaphor appears throughout these documents and is more
than marketing spin. Rather, it evokes a sense of movement, threading or interweaving of
elements that are designed to enhance and support one another with a view to delivering a
particular kind of user experience. Specifically, one hinged on imparting a sense of “urban
village life” where mixed-use comprises a healthy-mix of retail categories prescribed by the
development partnership. Here, revitalization takes on the attributes of a curative prescription;

6
“Discourse” in this case refers to any production of meaning, whether written, verbal, or non-verbal, as it manifests in
various aspects of social practice (see Garfinkel 1967; Rodrigues and Braga 2014).
7
“The New Lansdowne has been defined by the past, designed in the present, and will provide a legacy for the future. It
will reestablish the sites context, history, and place in the community and reopen it for the enjoyment of all Ottawa
residents” (Barry Hobin in VideoManOttawa 2010).
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when the right mix8 of urban renewal projects, commercial activity, and sustainability initiatives
are in place, revitalization is deemed to be achieved.
Revitalization often connotes a desirable quality or objective result that “energizes” activity
in the space. In many ways, urban planning is presented as the science of re-upholstering the
historical, cultural, and economic fabric—cleaning, repairing, and making it seem “new” once
more. But the experience of revitalization doesn’t simply ride on the coattails of such
enthusiasm. The revitalization of space is not some teleological end resulting from careful and
considered design choices that while “sensitive” to a place’s heritage remake it in a way that is
seen as economically, culturally, or aesthetically “revitalized.”
The Lansdowne Partnership Plan (LPP) presents its version of revitalization almost as
though it is a causal mechanism, a willful and willing solution to the city council’s strategic
priorities. The LPP Legal and Implementation Plan uses the following language to describe its
priorities: “accomplish,” “make use of,” “provide,” and “put into place” (City of Ottawa 2012a,
145). The use of such affirmative language not only seeks to ensure the success of aspirational
desires and supervenient ideas about revitalization, it also transforms reverie into reality.
In other documents produced by the partnership, similar narratives of revitalization abound:
“[The current revitalization plan] . . . represents the best solution for the legacy of Lansdowne:
the City of Ottawa will always retain ownership of the park; the residents of Ottawa will have
complete access to an innovative new jewel on the Rideau Canal, and the dilapidation on this
treasured site will be gone — once and for all” (City of Ottawa 2009, 2, emphasis added). Earlier
in the same document: “The solution responds directly to the City of Ottawa’s Council motion to
create a sustainable green space for residents of the nation’s capital and transform a dilapidated
parking lot into a ‘pearl’ along the Rideau Canal” (1, emphasis added).
Throughout this discursive respecification of revitalization, Lansdowne’s redevelopment is
depicted as the apotheosis of the science of urbanism. The New Lansdowne offers the perfect
blend of commercial, sport, entertainment, and sustainable infrastructures that encourage specific
activities beset with the task of revitalizing the space. The difference, however, is that
“revitalization” at the New Lansdowne does not seem to depend on practicing or enacting these
activities, only establishing them. According to a plaque unveiled at the July 2014 reopening, the
mere presence of these venues has already accomplished the desired effect (Figure 1).

8

The following excerpt is taken from a 2010 “Lansdowne Live” promotional video, wherein the designers pledge a
revitalized Lansdowne akin to a curated modern stroll down memory lane: “A key concept for Lansdowne park it’s not so
much about building buildings, it is about actually creating spaces. And it’s the interactions between buildings and spaces
that create a great total environment. And for us it’s the small spaces like you find in the market, the courtyard, the
linkages that tie those things together, which will entice people to come either off the Bank Street grid or actually to come
off the parkway system. And if you are riding a bike by, this would be the natural place to come in find a place have a
coffee, have a drink and leave from there. That’s the idea of what we are trying to create here. And it’s the combination of
uses that is residential, commercial and service that actually make that happen. It’s a true mixed use community where all
those things come together, the key thing that is different about Lansdowne in its reinvented state is that it is open and
accessible” (Barry Hobin in VideoManOttawa 2010).
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Figure 1: Plaque Indicating the Date of Lansdowne’s “Revitalization”
Source: Photograph and overlay by authors

Lefebvre (2014) warned that when a presiding urban planning epistemology generalizes the
practice of urban reality, it risks becoming institutional and ideological. When the science of
urban planning incorporates such generalized knowledge, the discourse(s) of revitalization take
on three key characteristics. First, a coherent scientific and technical practice called urban
planning arises. Second, planners engage in methodological examination with the implicit or
explicit aim of developing a positivist epistemology. Third, this examination is expressed in a
theoretical language, which transverses space and time (Lefebvre 2009).
In the case of Lansdowne, it is not just the notion of revitalization taking on this character
but also its practice. Here, “urban fabric” becomes merely a stand-in for urban planning—and as
we have shown, a fabric comprised predominantly of commercial and retail threads that cover
what was left prior to their arrival: “Urban reality, simultaneously amplified and exploded, thus
loses the features it inherited from the previous period: organic totality, belonging, an uplifting
image, a sense of space that was measured and dominated by monumental splendor. It was
populated with signs of the urban within the dissolution of urbanity; it became stipulative,
repressive, marked by signals, summary codes for circulation (routes), and signage. It was
sometimes read as a rough draft, sometimes as an authoritarian message” (Lefebvre 2014, 42).
Tempering Lefebvre’s more ominous tone, we contend that the authoritarian character of
these signals, codes, routes, and signage at the New Lansdowne is more generally found (and
experienced) in the form of scripted spatial practices. When scripted spatial practices are
observed in their unfolding, they leave traces of material, economic, and cultural changes as the
space adapts to its iterative remaking.9
9
Our definition of “iterative remaking” accords vitality not merely with vibrancy, diversity, activity or creativity, as is
often the case in orthodox discussions of revitalization. In the orthodox view, even a generic notion of “activity” comes to
be any behaviour or act of a user transacting economically, politically, culturally, historically and mediating that
transaction through their actions. Instead, for us, vitality is not simply comprised of one kind of act or engagement.
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Tinkering with Spatial Scripts
In general, discourses of revitalization evoke a sense of return to an energetic, active, hustling
and bustling nostalgic depiction of what was. In contemporary urban planning, revitalization is
thought to be achieved by adding features that produce and encourage those kinds of behaviours.
At the New Lansdowne, these features are retail, entertainment, and park attractions as well as
carefully scripted pathways between these attractions to reinforce the flow and movement of
activity. Accordingly, some activities that detract from these experiences are discouraged. In
what follows, we explore two of these discouraged activities—parking and smoking—as
examples of tinkering with spatial scripts at the New Lansdowne, not in terms of whether they
weaken Lansdowne’s revitalization as-designed but rather how the space adapts to and
sometimes accommodates these activities, even while officially not supporting them.

Parking: Navigating the Changing Contours of the Site
A contentious issue today, accessing Lansdowne Park has long been a point of concern shaping
the very contours and use of the site. In early 1800s, when Ottawa was still known as Bytown,
the future site of Lansdowne Park was first circumscribed by the pending construction of the
Rideau Canal. After the construction of the canal in 1832, some of the land on lower grades at
Lansdowne flooded with backwater and became an inlet where wharfs were soon built (CHRML
2010, 15). As the Canal became a convenient transportation corridor, more and more people were
able to visit agricultural expos and exhibitions. In 1891, the Ottawa Electric Railway was
extended southward along Bank Street shifting the park’s main entrance from the canal wharfs to
the roadway, thereby channeling greater numbers of people to the site. Roadways continued to
have significant impact on the interior landscape of the park at the turn of the century, as old
walking or stagecoach lanes inside the park were widened and new pathways were added.
By the mid-1920s, the inlet was completely filled in to facilitate new vehicle entrances along
the Rideau Canal driveway and the construction of larger permanent exhibition buildings (ibid.).
Around the same time, the number of land-based entrances doubled from three to six, suggesting
that roadways gradually became the preferred mode of accessing the site. As vehicle ownership
became more common from the 1950s onwards, the stadium grounds needed to continually
increase seating capacity. At the same time, event goers needed somewhere to park. The demand
for parking quickly exceeded the supply. As a result, chaotic temporary parking lots were
common at high-capacity events, creating perimeters around park features and on top of green
spaces damaging the grass.

Rather, as soon as considered in terms of a process, “vitality” is the degree to which a space is re-configurable by its
users. Analogously, vitality is also the degree to which users are amenable to change—their identities and their actions—
since if either of these attributes are not open to change, for instance, then that person would be considered intolerant to
change and intolerant to diversity of energies that enliven space, place, and the citizenry. Once thought of in this way, if
any action of a user is depicted narrowly, or all of a sudden does not match the sense evoked by the orthodox use of the
words vibrancy, diversity, activity or creativity, we then have grounds to suspect whether the implementation of
revitalization is accountable (or can be held responsible) to its vision and design.
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Figure 2: Parking at Lansdowne in 1950s
Source: City of Ottawa Archives

As a result, by 1961 these temporary parking areas started to become more permanent. This
demand for accessible vehicle parking increased proportionately as the site evolved to
accommodate new modes of transportation, increased seating capacity in the stadium, and everlarger numbers of crowds at exhibitions and sports events (Leaning 2007). In the early 1970s,
many buildings fell into disrepair and were demolished (CHRML 2010). Consequently, the
exhibition grounds expanded into these vacant areas, giving way to more space for parking at the
site and across the street. By the 1990s, these areas were completely paved over and resulted in
much of Lansdowne becoming a “sea of grey parking spaces” that remained until the early
2000s. During this time, as Lansdowne transition from park to parking lot, ideas about
revitalization started to germinate.
The current revitalization plan focuses heavily on pedestrian and public modes of
transportation (City of Ottawa 2012a). Designers of the New Lansdowne have emphasized
notions of “active living” in terms of both recreation and sustainability. In promoting this type of
spatial engagement, parking is shunted underground, out of view and, ideally, out of the way of
those strolling through the urban village and park. This has all culminated in the fact that driving
to the site is now actively discouraged, and its historical presence on the site has been
expunged.10
10

For instance, all documents produced by the partnership leading up to and after the redevelopment treat the “sea of
grey” period at Lansdowne park—spanning from the 1950s till 2010 (in other words, one-third of the site’s 140-year
history)—as one of “down-grading,” dilapidation, and urban blight. For examples, see City of Ottawa 2009, 1; CHRML
2010, 7, 23, 29, 35; City of Ottawa 2012b, 7. Furthermore, this period leading up to the redevelopment where Lansdowne
is characterized as more “parking lot than park” has become emblematic of most media coverage and even the cultural
imaginary. For numerous instances of comments such as these by residents, reporters, and city officials, see comments at
the
following
message
board
devoted
to
the
Lansdowne
Park
revitalization:
http://skyscraperpage.com/forum/showthread.php?p=6351907.
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Observations
When we arrived at the site in late January 2015 by car, parking and the use of asphalted space
was unclear. After several unsuccessful laps around Marché and Exhibition Ways—the park’s
inner roads—we opted to park four blocks away just off of Bank Street. Walking back to the site,
temporary official and resident-made “no-parking signs” lined the side streets. Similar frustration
persisted as we attempted to skate to Lansdowne along the Rideau Canal, only to find there were
very few safe ways to exit the Canal and cross Queen Elizabeth Drive (QED). Regardless of
transportation mode, once we got to the site, confusion lingered. Well documented by councilors
and local news coverage there was a clear disconnect between drivers’ and pedestrians’
interpretation of the roads (Hunt 2015; Pearson 2014).11
As the site reached completion many officials posited that such confusion would cease
(Pearson 2014). However, since reopening in July 2014—and particularly since April 2015—the
issue of parking at the site continues to be a main source of contention for users and the
redevelopment partnership (Reevely 2016). As Glebe City Councilor David Chernushenko
recounts: “There’s far more vehicle traffic on the whole site than what was envisioned… the city
will need to do something before a car ‘culture’ becomes prominent on the site. I’m surprised and
disappointed by the evolution. We have to do a serious rethink about the amount of vehicles
allowed on the site” (Willing 2015d). Traveling to the site in early May 2015, amid these
concerns with “car culture,” we walked the three-and-a-half kilometres from downtown Ottawa
along the QED. Taking various routes throughout the week, we noticed the ebbs and flows of
foot and bicycle traffic to and from Lansdowne, with most flows coinciding with rush hour
commutes. Camped out in the Whole Foods café, we noted that the street-level foot-traffic
coincided with rush hour, while vehicle access from the underground parking lot was a slow but
constant trickle throughout the day. While the side streets remained busy in the Glebe, the
underground parking lot remained empty during the week, and non-peak times on the weekend as
many sections of the garage were reserved for shoppers, apartment residents, season ticket
holders, and construction supplies.
Numerous inaugural events were held in that first week of May, including a Def Leppard
concert, a Dine-out Ottawa Charity function, and a Redblacks game—the first true test of the site
and surrounding infrastructure—but many new retail tenants had not yet adjusted to the tempo of
large scale events. During the Def Leppard concert, all available restaurants reached capacity,
many had hour-plus long waits, and some even ran out of menu items. Once the rush had
subsided, the servers at one of the popular chain restaurants had a loud team meeting to debrief.
Curious about the chanting and commotion, our server responded that this night was a good trial
run and that the staff hoped it would represent the future success of the site and the restaurant.
Amid the events that evening, a pop-up parking lot quickly formed in the Aberdeen Square
(immediately outside our restaurant), and the two parking garage exit ramps were slow to empty
as event goers attempted to leave en-masse (Willing 2015a). Vehicle flow exiting the garage has
since improved with the addition of porters to direct traffic during large events, but city officials
were astounded by the traffic spillover into the Aberdeen Square, a practice that contravened its
intended use.12

11

In response, the Ottawa Citizen crafted a map of “Where Cars DO and Don’t Belong at Lansdowne Park” (see
https://postmediaottawacitizen2.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/1205lansdowneparkcars2_gr.jpg?w=800).
It should also be noted that since the designated purpose of the Aberdeen Square was to facilitate vendor tents for the
famers’ market, the space is arranged in a grid format, with bricks and obstacles arranged in a way not too dissimilar from
a regular parking lot.
12
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The day following the Def Leppard concert (Tuesday, May 5, 2015), “temporary” noparking signs (which remained on the site as of October 2015) were affixed to planters and
lampposts in the square. Similarly, that evening, the plain-clothes parking lot attendant was
replaced by two city by-law officers patrolling the area—first asking patrons to move their
vehicles to the underground parking garage, and later leaving warnings on their cars. When
approached about their presence, the by-law officers suggested the new tactic was necessary until
the public became accustomed to the new space. This sentiment was later echoed in statements
made by public officials: Ottawa By-law Chief Robert Chapman stressed the issue was
temporary and stated that “Lansdowne Park continues to be under construction and in transition
to full operations. . . As such, not all parking signage is in place and therefore, where that is the
case, warnings are issued to drivers, as appropriate. Additional signage will be installed shortly”
(cited in Willing 2015d). Mayor Jim Watson was more direct however:
If we still have the same problems in a year from now, we’re going to have to look at
what we can do to make everyone safe. Right now, it’s still in the midst of being a
construction site. You’ve got all the office construction on the front, you’ve got fit-ups
of some of the stores and restaurants on either side of the Cineplex…That area around
the Cineplex [Aberdeen Square] is too confusing right now and we have to do
something about it…Parking tickets would do the trick, certainly in the short run to
advise people that it is not a parking area. (cited in Chianello 2015)
A month later (Tuesday, June 2, 2015), more planters and trees were added to Aberdeen Square
in order to visually and physically deter parking, while still accommodating vendors’ stalls.
During this visit, we watched a film at the newly opened Cineplex VIP cinema, again arriving by
car. By the time our late night movie had ended (at approximately 12:45am), vehicles once again
lined Aberdeen Square. Returning the next morning, vehicles in the square were all but gone as
more permeant (uniformed) parking attendants patrolled the square and handed out warnings to
the stragglers that remained.
Cars were also parked along the green space on the south-east side of the park and appeared
to belong to some of the youth at the skate park or families playing soccer on what is known as
“The Great Lawn.”
Discussion
Although the revitalization plan acknowledges that the site has always functioned as a “changing
stage for activities and events” (City of Ottawa 2012b, 7), it overlooks the fact that one of these
functions involved adapting to “changing ways” of accessing the site. That the gradual rise of
parking at Lansdowne is excluded as part of its history of supporting change points to one way in
which the notion of revitalization has been given a specific meaning at the New Lansdowne. The
developers are suggesting that vehicular traffic and parking never worked at Lansdowne—the
roads leading to Lansdowne were never built to handle the kind of capacity that exists today—
and so the time has come to carry Lansdowne’s heritage away from its history as a site that
accommodated patrons and visitors who arrive by car.
Based on our observations and the general sentiments of nearby residents, parking and traffic
at Lansdowne wasn’t the issue; rather, it is the fact that all roadways leading to Lansdowne were
frequently overcome with traffic deadlocks at rush hours and especially on large event days. In
other words, vehicle parking and traffic at the site weren’t the most significant issue that led to
Lansdowne’s decay, since even after the redevelopment it remains a prominent issue. So, as city
officials proclaim the success of parking, shuttling, or bussing to Lansdowne, and make
recommendations to other cities with planned mega-developments (Dormer 2015),
acknowledging users’ experiences rather than erasing it from official understandings is a key
dimension to understanding the vitalization of place.
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Smoking: Contradictions in Spatial Practice
While mundane, and even trivial when compared to other contentious issues at Lansdowne,
smoking was one of the most visible activities we observed. Anti-smoking legislation in Ontario,
first passed in 2006, outlawed smoking in enclosed spaces, including stadiums (Ontario Ministry
of Health 2015). Beginning in January 2015, new provincial and municipal legislation was
passed, designating the following areas smoke-free: all outdoor areas on municipal properties,
including parks, playgrounds, beaches, sports fields, and outdoor areas around city facilities;
outdoor restaurants, bars, and food premise patios (City of Ottawa 2015; Government of Ontario
2015). According to these laws, there should be nowhere on Lansdowne property where someone
can smoke.
Observations
When we arrived to the site in late January, we noted the large amount of littered smoke butts on
the newly laid cobblestone along with a constant rotation of construction workers and restaurant
staff taking smoke breaks. When we returned in early May, the ground was no longer covered in
discarded cigarette butts, as full time janitorial staff had been instructed to remove trash, and, yet,
the majority of this trash consisted of discarded butts that were picked up using extendable reach
grabbing tools.
Despite a plethora of no-smoking signage reinforcing anti-smoking legislation, numerous
outdoor ashtrays were adjacent to these signs (see Figure 3). No-smoking signage appears in
strange places, given the intended users of the site. For instance, the majority of no-smoking
signage is placed along vehicle throughways, whereas ashtrays are to be found in areas
frequented by pedestrians. The most contradictory case, was the ashtray right next to a gas line
and a no-smoking sign on the stadium property—also near the stadium’s code of conduct sign
specifying it is a smoke-free facility (see Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Map of No-smoking Signage and Outdoor Ashtrays Located during Participant Observation
Source: Apple Maps (Satellite Image). Overlay by authors. Markers accurate as of June 2015.

Figure 4: Concessions to a Smoke-Free Facility
Source: Photographs and overlay by authors
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We observed restaurant staff regularly taking smoke breaks at delivery exits—which also
happened to be surprisingly close to natural gas lines. In these areas, make-shift ashtrays were
used (e.g., industrial sized tomato tins, coffee tins, and broken ceramic pots) and were routinely
emptied or replaced, suggesting the practice was sanctioned or at least overlooked. Stadium staff
also enjoyed an outdoor break area complete with two outdoor ashtrays right on the stadium
property—despite no-smoking placards explicitly posted at the main public entrances as well as
the stadium’s strict no-smoking policy (OSEG 2014). Construction workers putting finishing
touches on the remaining residential and commercial space were also observed smoking both
inside buildings and outside in the pedestrian urban park. Most strikingly, however, was the
accommodation of visitor smoking throughout the park itself. For instance, during the Def
Leppard concert the smell of cigarette smoke hung in the air as visitors lit up outside of
restaurants, the stadium, and parking garage entrances.
While stadium security stood vigilant for public drinking, pervasive smoking was simply
ignored. The morning after the concert, we watched janitorial crews clean the grounds, by-law
officers affix additional signage, and security guards prepare for the evening’s charity event.
When asked about smoking in the park, security staff and by-law enforcers did not seem to notice
it and even viewed it as a normal, sanctioned, and persistent activity. One stadium guard simply
stated, “We turn the other cheek,” saying the concern was with more dangerous activities
(notably, while his partner handed out parking warnings). Obscured in the rhetoric of “healthy
living,” “play,” and a return to “liveliness,” the scripted meaning of revitalization at the New
Lansdowne is far more concerned with economic revitalization and entertainment revenue
generating activity.

Spaces of Contradiction and User Reconfiguration
Given the promotion of “active living” in the revitalization of Lansdowne—from the inclusion of
the brandscapes like Whole Foods, Sporting Life, and Goodlife Fitness to the incorporation of
recreation events like skating, basketball, and skateboarding—why is it that the issue of parking
is actively discouraged and enforced more strongly than smoking? Based on our observations, in
the case of both parking and smoking, signage had almost no effect on discouraging the
“devitalizing” behaviours as employees and staff, contractors, and everyday users seemed to
engage in the activity anyway. While contentious, albeit mundanely, the contradictions between
spatial scripts and user experiences are often neglected. Through the cases of parking and
smoking, we emphasized the disjunctions between the prevailing ideas of design, use, heritage,
commodification, and recreation and entertainment at the revitalized Lansdowne.
In the case of parking, the discourse of revitalization simultaneously appeals to history and
heritage, while expunging the role parking has played in shaping the site, and in doing so
dismisses the potential role that parking may play in continuing to shape the site. These same
discourses espousing walking and biking (and general appeals to health and “whole,” “good”
living) simultaneously accommodate activities like smoking, which in the case of Lansdowne
appear to be imbued with revenue-generating lifestyles (i.e., restaurant staff, stadium-goers, and
contractors). Some might be quick to suggest our findings are indicative of typical PPP profit
motives—that pay parking is enforced to generate revenue for the City, 13 that public transit is
promoted to aid with the OC Transpo deficit,14 or that smoking is enabled to further fuel
entertainment-based revenue-generating activities. However, such suggestions—like the scripts
13

The financial agreement between the City of Ottawa and OSEG uses a “waterfall distribution structure” detailing how
revenues are to be handled in recouping capital expenditures. Since the City was responsible for the majority of
construction costs for the underground parking garage, which was also the most expensive capital expenditure for the
whole project, most of the City’s returns under the waterfall scheme will go to repaying the long-term debt borrowed to
pay for this structure. See PricewaterhouseCoopers 2012.
14
See http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/oc-transpo-projects-11-5m-deficit-for-2015-1.3227114
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prescribed by the PPP designers—fail to account for the users’ experience of the park as shaping
forces in the vitalizing process. In many ways the PPP has failed to plan for contingency.
However, perhaps it is also the very experience of contingency and contradiction that enables or
conditions the possibility for change, regardless of how mundane these experiences or practices
may seem at first. While it remains yet to be seen, will similar contradictions emerge as users
tinker with other spaces at Lansdowne Park?

The Spatial Practice of the Vitalizing Process
These examples of uneven and ineffective enforcement of discouraged activities highlight the
very messiness of iterative re-workings driving the vitalizing process. On the one hand, aboveground parking is seen as a necessary but temporary evil. As we have seen, the received view is
that the future of a revitalized Lansdowne is a pedestrian-centered village that reflects, respects,
and re-captures its enduring heritage elements from the past. Yet we’ve also seen that vehicle
access, traffic, and parking have played an enduring and central role in shaping the contours of
the park. In the New Lansdowne, this role is anachronistically stripped of vitalizing significance
in order to fit in with modern views of sustainability in urban planning. On the other hand,
smoking—something not directly connected with Lansdowne’s heritage—is ignored, and even
facilitated, as the new retail-entertainment model must attract and retain patrons if it is to
maintain and ensure revitalization as-designed.
Above all, we want to stress that we are not championing the view that parking lots or
smoking should be treated as heritage elements to be respected. Rather, the issue is that the
vision for the New Lansdowne constrains the space’s ability and acknowledged purpose to serve
as a changing stage for activities. Its vitalizing-history is retold in way that elicits the kind of
behaviours and experiences the New Lansdowne requires in order to achieve a return on
investment. The case of the Lansdowne Park redevelopment suggests that the notion of
revitalization itself may be in need of revitalizing. To vitalize is to imbue something with
strength, to energize it. Things, practices, spaces, or spatiality in movement, flux, and flow—
these are characteristics of vitalization.
Redevelopment projects aiming toward revitalization require various supports that enable the
vitalizing-process to unfold. Evidence of such unfolding was uncovered in our observations of
users tinkering with spatial scripts. Accordingly, redevelopment projects looking to encourage or
spur on this process should not foreclose in advance the possibility of users actively taking part
in remaking the sense of place. For the Lansdowne redevelopment to promote a return to its
vitalized rhythms, it should not be a space that “grooms” its users to adopt forms of spatial
practice set in place by the designer. Instead, how those practices unravel and unfold should be
seen as the prime movers of the vitalizing process.
Thus, the future of revitalization discourses must be one where the “what may yet be”
figures most prominently. We must not preclude the possibility of Lansdowne Park becoming
something quite different than we or it ever imagined. Urban spaces are living, breathing, active
things, not just “tapestries” or “fabrics” that merely collect dust, wear-out, and require “retrofitting” every fifty years. In as far as discourses of revitalization utilize familiar tropes of
“weaving and threading”—the blending or respect of the new with the old, the seamless
integration of the park with the surrounding commercial and retail fabric—in the future,
Lansdowne’s urban planners should take more care to acknowledge those doing the stitch work.
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